In this paper we check the universality of the entropy product for some black hole and black ring solutions. Applying the asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) analysis, we also find the central charges of the dual CFTs for these solutions. It has been observed [16] that if the entropy product for a solution be universal, then it is possible to read the central charges of the dual CFTs from the entropy product as c i ∼ ∂ ∂N i (S + S − ), where N i is a conserved charge of the solution like angular momentum or electric charge. In the following, we observe that the same behavior appears in larger families of the solutions. Moreover, in the case of solutions containing the conical singularity, we find the central charges using the ASG analysis. We show that the central charges receive a contribution from the conical characteristic κ of the solution, however it is still possible to read the central charges from the entropy product as c i ∼ ∂ ∂N i ( S + S − κ ) .
Introduction
For more than 45 years, the quantum aspects of black holes is of the most interesting and challenging areas in the theoretical physics. The brilliant achievements such as the Hawking radiation [1] , black hole microstates counting [2] and AdS/CFT correspondence [3] , inspired people to explore the relations between quantum field theories and black hole solutions. In this way, one of the progresses is the Kerr/CFT correspondence [4] which proposes that the quantum states in the near-horizon of an extremal Kerr black hole are identified with a twodimensional chiral conformal field theory (CFT). This CFT arises from the generators of the asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) of a certain boundary conditions which is imposed on the excitations of the near horizon extremal Kerr geometry. The Kerr/CFT correspondence is extended to many rotating black hole and black ring solutions [5] - [16] , so in the following we call them rotating solutions/CFT (Rot.Sol./CFT) correspondence.
Thermodynamics of black hole horizons and the entropy product for multi-horizon black holes is also received many attentions in recent years [14] - [29] . It has been observed that the product of horizon entropies for many solutions, is mass independent as S + S − = (2π) 2 N , where N depends only on the quantized charges like angular momentum and electric charge. This property is called "universality" of entropy product [17, 18] . This universality is observed even in the higher dimensional black hole and black ring solutions [19, 20] . It has 2 Entropy products and central charges In this section we review the results of some black solutions that reveals the relation between the horizons area product and central charges of the dual CFTs. Throughout the paper we set the Newton's gravitational constant to G = 1.
The Kerr-Newman black hole The four dimensional Kerr-Newman black hole [30] is characterized by its three conserved charges: mass (M), spin (J) and electric charge (Q). It has been shown [17] that for this solution the entropy product of inner and outer horizons is universal as
(2.1)
By doing the Rot.Sol./CFT analysis for this solution, the central charge of the dual CFT can be obtained (in the J-picture) as [9, 31] c J = 12 J ,
it is also possible to find the Q-picture central charge as [31] c Q = 6 Q 3 .
(2.3)
On the other hand, it is proposed in [14, 15, 16] that when the area product of the horizons is universal for a solution, one can find the central charges of the dual CFTs as
where N i s are the conserved charges of the solution like angular momenta and electric charges. In fact by using (2.4) and considering the universality relation (2.1), one may read the central charges as
which are in agreement with (2.2) and (2.3) . In other words, universality of the entropy product in a solution is a hint for the existence of the dual CFTs 2 .
Neutral double rotating black ring Regardless of the topology of horizons, the product of horizons entropy may be universal [20] . In the case of the five dimensional double rotating neutral black ring [32] (the horizon topology of S 1 ×S 2 ), the solution is characterized by its mass (M) and two angular momenta j φ , J ψ . It is observed [20] that the entropy product in this case satisfies the universality relation
where the S 1 circle of the black ring is parametrized by the ψ coordinate and J φ is the angular momentum perpendicular to it. Now using (2.4) one finds the central charges of dual CFTs as 7) and the same answer is obtained by doing the Rot.Sol./CFT analysis [15, 11] .
In the thermodynamical method (2.4), the absence of CFT dual to the rotation along ψ is explained by the absence of J ψ in the entropy product (2.6), while in the Rot.Sol./CFT method, it can be explained as: the quantum states in the near horizon of the extremal solution, are identified with a certain two dimensional CFT which arises by inserting the formalism of asymptotic symmetry group. In other word, the extremality plays a key role in this analysis. In the case of five dimensional single rotating neutral black rings (the angular momentum J ψ along the circle S 1 ), the solution does not admit the smooth extremal limit [13] . However the extremality may happen by adding the second rotation J φ and so there is just one CFT, corresponding to the rotation along the φ direction.
Single rotating dipole black ring
This solution [33] , contains dipole charge q in addition to an angular momentum J ψ along the S 1 circle of the ring. The universality of entropy product is also observed for the single spin dipole black ring as [20, 15] S + S − = 4π 2 J ψ q 3 .
(2.8)
By using the Rot.Sol./CFT method, the central charge of the dual CFT is also calculated, as [15] c ψ = 6 q 3 , (2.9)
one can obtain the same result by using the thermodynamical method (2.4) for the generic (non-extremal) solution.
Further examples
In this section we show that the relation between the universality of the entropy product and central charges of the dual CFTs, that mentioned in the previous section, is also valid for some other black hole and ring solutions. Specifically in this section we consider the Myers-Perry black hole and double rotating dipole black ring.
The Myers-Perry (MP) black hole
The Mp black hole [34] describes a rotating black hole in space-time with dimensions D ≥ 5.
In D = 5 the metric is [34, 35] 
where a and b are two rotation parameters and ∆ = 1
also 3πM 4G 5 is the ADM mass of the black hole. The entropy and temperature of the outer and inner horizons and the angular momenta of the solution are
where r + and r − are the outer and inner horizons that satisfy ∆ r=r + = 0 and ∆ r=r − = 0, so it is possible to find M and b in terms of r + , r − and a as
, it is easy to check that T + S + = T − S − which means that the area (entropy) product is universal. One can also find the universality relation of the MP black hole as
In the appendix (A) we review the ASG formalism to find the central charges of the dual CFTs. Applying this formalism, the central charges of the dual CFTs to the near horizon of the extremal MP black hole can be computed as [6, 11] 
6)
Noting the entropy product (3.5), it is also possible to find these central charges from the thermodynamical method (2.4) as
which is in complete agreement with the result (3.6).
The double rotating dipole black ring (DRDBR)
A generalization of Pomeransky-Senkov (neutral double rotating) black ring [32] containing magnetic dipole charge and dilatonic field, is introduced in [36] . In the ring coordinates, the solution is
where the coordinates lie in ranges 0 ≤ φ, ψ ≤ 2π and −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, −∞ < y < −1 with infinity located at x = y = −1. There are some functions and terms in the metric as
The gauge field A and dilaton field χ of the solution are given by
There are also messy functions F (x, y), H(x, y), J(x, y), L(x, y) in the metric (3.8), that we refer the reader to [36] to see them. The DRDBR solution contains four independent parameters a, b, c and R where a and b control the dipole charge and the S 2 rotation, respectively.
The scale of the solution is related to R and the size of black ring is characterizes by c . The outer horizon of (3.8) lies at y + = −1/c and there is also an inner horizon located at y − = −∞ . The entropy and temperature on the outer horizon and angular momenta of this solution are [36] 
It is also straightforward to calculate the entropy and temperature of the inner horizon, the result is
. 
The extremal limit of DRDBR (which is obtained by inserting a, c → 0, b → 1) is parametrized
where α, β are finite parameters. At the extremal limit the Hawking temperature vanishes, however the entropy, mass, charge and angular momenta of the solution remains finite. For instance the angular momenta of DRDBR at the extremal limit are 
One can find the same result by considering (3.14) and using the thermodynamical method (2.4).
Entropy product, central charges and conical singularity
It has been shown [29] that in the case of solutions with conical singularity, the conical characteristic κ appears in the entropy product law as κS + S − ∼ N, regardless of the horizon topology of the solutions. In this section using the Rot. Sol./CFT analysis, we calculate the central charges of the dual CFTs for some black hole and black ring solutions containing the conical singularity. We find that the central charges receive a contribution from the conical characteristic of the solution. These results are in complete agreement with the central charges obtained from the thermodynamical method (a modified version of (2.4) that we find it in this section).
The charged rotating C-metric
A pair of black holes that uniformly accelerating away from each other, is described by C-metric [37] . The generalization of C-metric to a solution containing rotation and charge (Kerr-Newman black holes), is given by the line element [38] 
There are four parameters m, q, A and a in this solution which are related to the mass, electric charge, acceleration and angular momentum, respectively. The polar coordinate x and azimuthal coordinate φ are in the ranges −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. The solution also contains a gauge field as
It is shown [39] that there are outer and inner horizons at
the electric charge, mass, angular momentum and Hawking temperature are [38, 29] 
the conical characteristic is also introduced and calculated for this solution in [29] 
According to the Rot. Sol./CFT correspondence, to calculate the central charge of the dual CFT, one should find the near horizon metric of the extremal solution. We remind that at the extremal limit the Hawking temperature vanishes and the inner and outer horizons coincide, so in the case of charged rotating C-metric solution the extremal limit is obtained by setting m 2 = q 2 + a 2 where
Following the method in appendix (A), we find the near horizon of the extremal solution as
(4.10)
Comparing the above result with (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6) and noticing that at the extremal limit r − = r + , it is possible to rewrite (4.10) as
note that the conical character κ appears in the central charge.
As we mentioned earlier, one may also finds the central charge from the thermodynamics of the solution. The entropy and temperature of the inner and outer horizons for the generic (non-extremal) charged rotating C-metric (4.1) are [29] 
it is straightforward to check that T + S + = T − S − and the entropy product, satisfies the universality relation [29] κS
At this stage, one can read the central charge of the dual CFT from the thermodynamics of the horizons as
the above result is in complete agreement with (4.11), which means that the thermodynamical method for finding the central charges [14, 15, 16] , should be modified for the solutions containing the conical singularity as
Note also that in the case of regular solution, κ = 1 and the above result reduces to (2.4).
The unbalanced Pomeransky-Sen'kov black ring
The Pomeransky-Sen'kov solution [32] is a neutral five-dimensional double rotating black ring, with a balancing condition between its self-gravity and centrifugal force due to the rotation in the ring direction. Without this condition, the solution is unbalanced and it contains the conical singularity. The generic unbalanced solution is in the form [40] 
, the conical characteristic for this solution and the entropy and temperature of the inner horizon are [29] 
Note that setting κ = 1, leads to the constraint λ = 2µ 1+µ 2 which remove the conical singularity and one can recover the Pomeransky-Sen'kov (balanced) solution [32] .
The first step to find central charge(s) of the dual CFT(s) in the ASG analysis, is finding the extremal metric. For this solution, the extremality occurs by inserting ν = µ, where the inner and outer horizons coincide and the Hawking temperature vanishes. Setting ν = µ in (4.16), one can find the central charges as appendixA, [12] 
Considering (4.18), (4.19) and noting the extremal condition ν = µ, one can rewrite this result as
Note again the appearance of the conical characteristic in the central charge. On the other hand, using the thermodynamics of the horizons, one may find the central charges. Noticing (4.18) and (4.19) , it is easy to check that T + S + = T − S − and the universality of the entropy product as
now using the thermodynamical method (4.15), it is easy to read the central charges
which is in complete agreement with (4.21).
The dipole black ring
As the last solution, we consider the dipole black ring which is the generalization of neutral single rotating black ring [41] that contains magnetic dipole charge q. The metric is presented in [33] 26) and the entropy and temperature of the inner horizon are [20] S
, (4.27) one can also calculate the conical characteristic for this solution as [29] 
.
(4.28)
At the limit ν → 0 , the Hawking temperature vanishes and the inner and outer horizons coincide, which means that the solution is extremal. According to the ASG formalism (appendix A), it is possible to find the central charge of the dual CFT for the dipole black ring as [15] c ψ = 12 πR 3 µ 3 (1 + µ)
considering the conserved charges in (4.26), the conical characteristic (4.28) and noting the extremality condition ν = 0, the central charge (4.29) can be written as
Similar to the previous cases, the central charge receives a contribution from the conical characteristic κ .
For the dipole black ring solution, using (4.26)-(4.28) one can easily check that T + S + = T − S − and the universality of entropy product takes the following form
alternatively it is possible to read the central charges from the entropy product. In this case, using (4.15) one finds
which is completely in agreement with (4.29) and it shows that the modified thermodynamical method (4.15) works in the case of solutions containing the conic singularity.
conclusions
In this work using the ASG analysis, we found the central charges of the dual CFTs for the MP black hole and the double rotating dipole black ring. By explicit calculations we also checked that the entropy product for these solutions is universal and finally we checked that the central charges of the dual CFTs can be read correctly from the entropy product (2.4) .
In other words the thermodynamical method (2.4) to finding central charges, works in these solutions too.
Moreover, we found the central charges of the dual CFTs, by using the ASG analysis for three solutions containing the conical singularity: the charged rotating C-metric, the unbalanced Pomeransky-Sen'kov black ring and the dipole black ring. Our results show that the central charges receive a contribution from the conical characteristic κ of the solutions.
We found that in the case of solutions with conical singularity, it is possible to read the central charges of the dual CFTs from the thermodynamics of inner and outer horizons. Because of the presence of κ in the entropy product law for these solutions, one may expect that κ should appears in the central charges. In fact using the formula
one finds the central charges that are in complete agreement with the results of the ASG analysis at the extremal limit. Note also that in the case of regular solutions, the conical characteristic κ = 1 and (5.1) reduces to (2.4) . In other words, for a generic solution (regular or conical), the thermodynamical method for finding the central charges of the dual CFTs introduced in [16] , modifies as (5.1).
A Near horizon limit and asymptotic symmetry group formalism
In this section we will construct a general framework to take the near horizon limit for the extremal solutions and finding the central charges of the dual CFTs. A five dimensional extremal rotating black hole(ring) solution can be written in the ADM form ds 2 = −N 2 dt 2 + g RR dR 2 + g xx dx 2 + g ij (dφ i + N i dt)(dφ j + N j dt),
where x is a polar angle and i, j = (φ, ψ). Here we set the location of the degenerate horizon to R = 0. The shift and laps functions in the above metric can be found as N φ = g tφ g ψψ − g tψ g φψ g φφ g ψψ − g 2 φψ , N ψ = g φφ g tψ − g φψ g tφ g φφ g ψψ − g 2 φψ ,
To find the near horizon metric we expand the quantities around the horizon R = 0. The result is
in fact N φ and N ψ are angular velocities of the solution, that in the limit R → 0 they give the angular velocities of the horizon which are denoted by Ω i . Now we can go to the near horizon of the extremal metric by rescaling [31] t → f 4 ε t , R → εR ,
and sending ε → 0 . The resulting metric can be written in the following form ds 2 = α(x) − r 2 dt 2 + dr 2 r 2 + β(x)dx 2 + γ ij (x)(dφ i + f i rdt)(dφ j + f j rdt) , (A.5)
where f i = f i 3 f 4 for i = φ, ψ . Since the geometry (A.5) contain a SL(2, R) and various U(1) symmetries, we will try to find the central charges of the Virasoro algebras corresponding to these symmetries. We will follow the asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) approach [4, 42] ; so we need an adequate boundary condition. Let's consider the following boundary condition for metric fluctuations 
